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[51] ABSTRACT 
A tennis racket having an unconventional weight and 
stiffness distribution providing for the same swing 
weight as rackets of the prior art, a large distance of the 
center of percussion from the handle end, and a weight 
means in the grip portion of the racket for reducing the 
shock and vibration transmitted to the player’s arm, 
when the player impacts the ball with the racket. 

57 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets 
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TENNIS RACKET 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made 
by reissue. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to game rackets in gen 
era], and in particular to a tennis racket having means 
for reducing the shock, vibration, and muscular strain 
received by the player, when used by the player in a 
game. 

Prior art rackets having conventional weight and 
stiffness distribution have considerable shock and vibra 
tion transmitted to the player's hand, when the ball 
impacts the racket at locations other than the center of 
percussion. 

U.S. No. 4,165,071 issued to Frolow Aug. 21, 1979, 
provided a prior art racket having an unconventional 
stiffness and weight distribution which provided for a 
reduction in the shock and vibration received by the 
player’s hand upon impact of the racket with the ball. 
The racket disclosed by Frolow was easy to move be 
cause of its reduced weight, the torque or moment at 
the player’s hand when the racket was held by the play 
er’s hand as a cantilever was reduced, the center of 
percussion was located closer to the point on the racket 
string netting which was more frequently impacted by 
the ball in play. This racket had the same hitting power 
as conventional prior art rackets by maintaining the 
required moment of inertia or swing weight. 
However, when the ball did impact the racket at 

locations other than the center of percussion, the play 
er’s hand absorbed the shock and vibration which did 
occur. 

The present invention utilizes the unconventional 
weight and stiffness distribution of the racket disclosed 
by Frolow and also provides a system comprising a 
weight means and a means for the attachment of the 
weight means to the handle portion of the racket, for 
reducing further the shock and vibration received by 
the player's hand during the impact of the racket with 
the ball and the vibration subsequent to the impact. 

U.S. Pat. No. 3,941,380 issued to Lacost Mar. 2, 1978, 
provided a weight means attached to the handle end of 
a racket. The weight and restoring resiliency was de 
signed to vibrate in correspondence to the vibration 
induced in the racket, when the ball impacted the 
racket. The weight means absorbed the energy at this 
single frequency of vibration. The weight means dis 
closed must be designed differently for each racket 
having a different structure. 
The patent to Lacoste disclosed a racket having a 

conventional weight distribution and it was very flexi 
ble and had considerable vibration at a low frequency 
induced in it upon impact with a ball. This racket had 
the weight of conventional prior art rackets, and the 
additional weight means added by Lacoste results in a 
heavy racket. 
The present invention provides a weight means fas-' 

tened to the handle portion of the racket and the move 
ment between the weight means and the handle portion 
does not vibrate at the frequency corresponding to the 
frequency of vibration of the movement between the 
racket frame and the hand of the player, induced in the 
racket when the racket impacts the ball. in column 4, 
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2 
lines 22 to 26 Lacoste indicates that if the frequency of 
the amortizing system is less than 45 Her: one finds the 
difference between the frequency of the amortizing 
system itself and the frequency of the frame is too great 
to permit the amoritization to be significant. Since the 
frequency of the frame f1 was 100 Herz, this difference 
between the frequencies is 55 Herz, and thus a fre 
quency of the amortizing system itself outside the range 
of f;:0.55 f1, will not permit the damping to be signi? 
cant. This range cooresponds to frequencies less than 
0.45 f, and greater than l.55f1. The present invention pro 
vides a weight means which absorbs the energy of the 
shock and vibration at all the frequencies of vibration 
that occur. 

Also the present invention provides for a racket hav 
ing a light weight, a center of percussion close to the 
center of the racket face, a low torque at the player’s 
hand, when the racket is held as a cantilever by the 
player, the same hitting power as prior art rackets, and 
a reduction over the prior art in the shock and vibration 
transmitted to the player's hand upon the racket impact 
ing the ball. 

U.S. Pat. No. 4,364,564 issued to Lewis Dec. 21, 1982, 
discloses a device which is worn on a player’s wrist to 
absorb the shock experienced by a player in a game of 
tennis or the like. This device does not interact directly 
with the racket which generates the shock and vibration 
to the player’s hand upon impact of the ball. 
The present invention absorbs the energy before it 

gets to the player’s hand and also reduces the shock and 
vibration generated by the racket upon impact with the 
ball. 

U.S. Pat. No. 4,153,249 issued to Plangenhoef May 8, 
1979, discloses slight mechanical modi?cation to a con 
ventional prior art racket to make the racket more com 
patible with the mechanics of the human arm, more 
comfortable to use and reduce the strain on the arm of 
the player. This patent discloses a conventional prior art 
racket with a weight attached to the handle end and a 
side weight attached to one side of the head portion of 
the racket. The patent discloses that the magnitude of 
the weights are adjusted to coact and provide for the 
center of percussion taken about a center of rotation 
which is located at 42 inches from the handle end, to be 
located between 22/27 and 23/27 of the racket length 
from the handle end of the racket, and the center of 
gravity to be located at a distance slightly less than half 
the length of the racket. 
The use of the side weight on one side of the racket 

head increases the weight of the racket given by W, 
increases the distance of the center of gravity to the 
handle end given by Cg, and increases the moment of 
inertia of the racket about the handle end. These in 
creases result in the torque or moment at the handle end 
held in the hand of the player as a cantilever given by 
the product WCg to be very high, as well as make the 
racket difficult to swing and maneuver. Conventional 
prior art rackets and the racket disclosed by Plagenhoef 
have a high torque at the end of the racket handle held 
in the hand of the player and the addition of this side 
weight makes this torque more unfavorable. The racket 
disclosed by plagenhoef has a weight W of 430 to 440 
grams of 15.136 02 to 15.488 02 and the distance of the 
center of gravity Cg to be from 12 to 13 inches, thereby 
resulting in a torque given by WCg to be 182 to 197 
oz-inches at the player’s hand. These values are excep 
tionally high. 
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The increase in weight to the conventional prior art 
rackets, makes the racket dif?cult to maneuver. The 
racket disclosed by Plagenhoef has a weight of 15.136 
oz to 15.488 oz which is very high. 
The present invention provides for a racket having a 

torque given by the product WCg, and a weight W 
which is much less than the racket disclosed by Plagen 
hoef, and further provides for means which effectively 
reduces the shock and vibration to the hand and body of 
the player. 
US. Pat. No. 3,999,756 issued to Head Dec. 28, 1976, 

discloses a racket having a strung area having a length 
along the longitudinal axis of the racket to be between 
12 and 15 inches, and the width of the strung area to be 
between 9! and 11} inches in a direction perpendicular 
to the longitudinal axis of the racket. 
The center of percussion of a racket similar to that of 

the racket disclosed, the Prince GRAPHITE, taken 
about the handle end measured to be 18.1 inches from 
the handle end. 
The present invention provides for a racket having a 

strung area having a width being greater than 12 inches, 
which is as large as the racket disclosed by Head, but 
provides for a center of percussion which is greater than 
18.1 inches, and provides for a weight much less than 12 
ounces, thereby making the racket much easier to ma 
neuver, and providing for much less shock and vibra 
tion being transmitted to the player, when the racket 
impacts the ball. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

US. Pat. No. 4,165,071 issued to Frolow Aug. 21, 
1979, reduce the shock and vibration by providing that 
the center of percussion be located closer to the center 
of the racket face, where the ball impacts the racket 
more frequently. As stated in col. 3, lines 61-63, the 
reaction at the handle end of the racket is zero when the 
ball impacts the center of percussion. If the center of 
percussion is 19.5 inches from the handle end and the 
ball strikes the racket at head of the racket at 26.5 inches 
from the handle end the reaction is 

= 26.5 _ 19.5 

R 19.5 P. where P is the impulsive force 
on the racket caused by the ball. 

R = 0.358? R is the impulsive Reactive force 
at the racket handle end. 

if the center of percussion were 18.0 inches, the reactive 
force R would be 

R= 
26.5 - 18 

is P 

R = .472 P 

Thus there is a signi?cant reduction in the shock 
experienced by the player when relatively small 
changes are made in the distance of the center of per 
cussion from the handle end. 
The addition of weight to the handle end held by the 

hand of the player of the racket does not affect the 
torque or moment at the racket handle end, when the 
player holds the racket as a cantilever. The torque or 
moment being given by the product WCg where W is 
the weight of the racket, and Cgis the distance of the 
center of the center of gravity from the handle end. 
Since the weight is added at the pivot located at the 
handle end, it simply increases the weight W of the 
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racket to the same degree that it reduces the distance Cg 
so that the product WCg remains the same. 
The improvement discovered relates to the fact that a 

weight added to the handle end does something else in 
addition to the changes discussed above. 

If a reactive force R is experienced at the handle end, 
this force would tend to make the handle end accelerate 
or move. This instant acceleration would be given by 

R: MA, 

where M is the effective mass accellerated by the move 
ment of the handle end, and A is the accelleration of 
the handle end. ' 

Normally a player’s hand is attached to the handle end 
and it would absorb all of the reactive shock R. How 
ever, if a weight is attached to the handle end, this 
reactive shock is shared by the attached weight and the 
player’s hand. Further, if the weight added is composed 
of energy absorbing material that is loosely attached to 
the handle end, it will absorb much of the shock and 
vibration. Other energy devices may be used. A tube 
may be filled with a liquid and a weight, a liquid alone, 
sand, lead pellets, etc. A strip of energy absorbing mate 
rial may be attached to the handle end loosely, so that it 
will impact the racket handle wall when the ball im 
pacts the racket. 

Further, rackets having a weight and stiffness distri 
bution as disclosed by the patent to Frolow, have nodal 
pivots in the handle end located much further away 
from the handle end than conventional prior art rackets. 
A racket having a node located at a large distance from 
the handle end allows the hand holding the handle end, 
and the weight means attached to the handle end by this 
invention, to move easily balance the vibratory forces 
acting on the other side of the node. That is, the node 
acts as a fulcrum in a see-saw, the further away the 
forces at the handle end from the fulcrum, namely the 
shock and vibratory forces generated by the impact of 
the ball upon the racket. 

Further, the patent to Frolow discloses on col. 10, 
lines 33-34, that when a racket is struck, the racket will 
vibrate at a frequency. The lower the frequency is the 
larger the amplitude of vibration will be. Rackets utiliz 
ing the stiffness and weight distribution disclosed by the 
patent to Frolow have a higher frequency of vibration 
and a smaller amplitude of vibration. 
The present invention utilizes rackets having the 

stiffness and weight distribution disclosed by Frolow, 
thereby making the weight means added to the racket 
handle much more e?‘ective in reducing the shock and 
vibration transmitted to the player’s hand. For example 
claims of this application utilize claim 23 of the patent to 
Frolow. Claim 23 requires, “said netting having a 
length along the longitudinal axis of said frame greater 
than 9 inches and a width along an axis perpendicular to 
said axis greater than 7.5 inches;”. This claim further 
requires that the distance Cp be greater than 18.75 
inches and the weight W be less than 10.7 ounces with 
appropriate language. Claims of this application make 
use of the requirement stated in the quotation above. 

Further prior art rackets having large strung areas, 
such as the Prince Graphite racket, have a large mo 
ment of inertia about the longitudinal axis of the racket. 
This increase in inertia has provided for less torque to 
the player’s hand when the ball impacts the racket at 
distance from the longitudinal axis of the racket. The 
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large strung area requires a large perimeter for the 
strung area and hence the weight would be larger than 
rackets having smaller strung areas. However, by utiliz 
ing composite materials and higher strength alloys the 
prior art has maintained the weight of the head. 
The weight distribution required by the large strung 

area also has reduced the distance of the center of per 
cussion taken about the handle end of the raacket from 
the handle end. 
The present invention by making structural improve 

ments over prior art rackets has provided a racket hav 
ing an unconventional weight and stiHness distribution 
as disclosed by Frolow, thereby allowing for a racket 
having a large strung area being lighter than prior art 
rackets and having less shock and vibration transmitted 
to the player’s hand upon impact of the ball on the 
racket. The reduction in the shock and vibration trans 
mitted is further reduced in the present invention by the 
use of a weight means added to the handle portion of 
the racket. 

It is an object of this invention to provide a racket 
having a weight means for reducing the shock and vi 
bration which is transmitted to the player’s hand. 

It is also an object of this invention to reduce the 
shock and vibration transmitted to the player’s hand 
when the ball impacts the racket, by means of structural 
improvements in prior art rackets which provide for the 
center of percussion being located closer to the center 
of the racket face, and which provide for the reduction 
in the weight of the racket over prior art rackets. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a front view of a racket according to the 
invention. 
FIG. 2 is a crossectional view of section II-II. 
FIG. 3 is a crossectional view of section III-III. 
FIG. 4 is a crossectional view of section IV-IV. 
FIG. 5 is a crossectional view of section V-V. 
FIG. 6 is a crossectional view of section VI—VI. 
FIG. 7 is an enlarged cut-away view of the handle 

end 7 containing the weight means 8. 
FIG. 8 is an enlarged cut-away view of the handle 

end 7 containing an alternate weigh means 14. 
FIG. 9 is an enlarged front view of the string member 

4. 
FIG. 10 is a side view of the string member 4. 
FIG. 11 is a front view of a racket according to the 

invention having a graphite composite handle 7A, and 
graphite composite head side members 16. The top 
crown portion of the head being aluminum. 

FIG. 12 is a crossectional view of section XII-XII of 
15. 
FIG. 13 is a crossectional view of section XIII-XIII 

of 16. 
FIG. 14 is an enlarged crossectional view of the junc 

tion of the head portions 15 and 16. 
FIG. 15 is a chart tabulating measurements on prior 

art rackets, and on rackets made in accordance with the 
invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

FIG. 1 depicts a front view of a racket. The longitudi~ 
nal axis of the racket is shown as axis a-a in FIG. 1 
running from the center of the head portion end of the 
racket to the center of the grip portion end of the 
racket. A transverse axis at the handle end of the racket 
is shown as axis o—o in FIG. 1. The frame 1 is shaped 
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and formed from a hollow tube of 606l-T6 aluminum 
having a wall thickness of 0.035 inches and an outside 
diameter of 0.75 inches and a perimeter of 2,356 inches. 
The shape of the head portion of the racket formed by 
the tube 1 comprising a crown portion and two adjacent 
side portions, is an inverted tear drop shape having 
more material toward the head end. The top crown 
portion is ?atter than conventional rackets. FIG. 2 de 
picts a cross-section which shows a groove, which 
serves to protect the strings 2. FIG. 3 shows a crossec 
tion at the head portion wherein the holes for the strings 
are shown. Nylon grommets not shown can be used in 
these holes. FIG. 4 shows a cross-section of the tube 1 
which has been shaped into a ?at oval. The ends of tube 
1 are inserted into the open end of the handle member 7 
and are fastened to the handle 7 with blind rivets 5 
through the gusset plate 6, which is a sheet of 7075-T6 
aluminum 0.020 inches thick. FIG. 5 shows a cross-sec 
tion view of the handle 7 which has been shaped into a 
rectangular form, from the hexagonal crossectional 
shape shown in FIG. 6 of handle 7. The handle 7 is 
shaped from a rectangular sheet of 7076-T6 aluminum 
which is 0.020 inches thick, having the overlapping 
edges fastened together with blind rivets 5, which are 
not shown. The end of the handle is covered with a 
plastic butt 9. A portion of handle is covered with a 
suitable, thin, light grip, which is not shown. The grip 
portion of the handle comprises the said portion of the 
handle member 7 covered by said light weight grip 
material and the butt 9. The grip portion end is located 
at the handle end of the racket. The location of the axis 
0-0 as shown in FIG. 1 is also at the handle end of the 
racket. Inserted within the hollow handle 7, is a weight 
means 8. FIG. 7 depicts the weight means 8, which 
consists of a rubber tube 12 having the ends plugged 
with rubber discs 11. The interior 13 of the tube 12 can 
be partially filled with a liquid, sand, metal pellets or a 
combination of these. It can also be ?lled with strips of 
energy absorbing material. Alternatively the tube 12 
need not be ?lled, but consist of a strip of suitable en 
ergy absorbing material. The weight means 8 is at 
tached to the handle end by the wire 10, which allows 
free movement of 8 within the hollow handle 7, so that 
8 may strike against the side wall of the handle 7, upon 
impact of the ball against the racket. FIG. 8 shows an 
alternative weight means 14, which is a lead or other 
suitable metal. The metal 14 is shown fastened ?rmly 
against the racket handle wall, but it can also be at 
tached loosely so that it may strike the handle side wall 
upon impact of the ball with the racket. When the 
weight means 14 is ?rmly fastened against the racket 
handle wall. responsive to a single impulse force to the 
weight means 14, there is no signi?cant motion between 
the weight means 14 and the racket handle. When the 
weight means 8 is loosely attached to the handle, re 
sponsive to a single impulsive force to the weight means 
8, the motion between the weight means 8 and the han 
dle portion does not oscillate between two extreme 
positions from the said handle portion a plurality of 
cycles. The weight means 8 and the weight means 14 
both reduce the shock and vibration received by the 
player. The weight means 8 shown in FIG. 7 is an ap 
proximately three inches long and weighed l.l ounces. 
A much shorter weight means can be used. The increase 
in the cantilever moment WCg, that the weight means 8 
adds is given by (l.1)(l.5)= 1.65 ounce inches. The 
increase to the moment of inertia of the racket about the 
handle end is given by (l.l)(3.0/3)2=3.3 ounce-inches. 
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Since the moment of inertia of the racket labeled 13C is 
2936 oz-in2, this increase is negligible. The cantilever 
moment for this racket BC is 152.68 oz-inches, so that 
the increase is l52.68+ 1.65 = 154.33 oz-in. The changed 
center of percussion distance Cp would be 
2939.3/ 154.33: [9.043 inches. 
The center of percussion without the weight means 8 

was 19.23 inches=2936/ 152.68 
Thus the change was 0.182 inches. 
A weight means 8 much shorter than 3 inches can be 

used so that this change can be made smaller. From this 
discussion in can be seen that if the weight means is 
moved away from the handle end of the racket toward 
the head end, it becomes less effective in absorbing the 
shock and vibration, it affects the cantilever moment 
WCg, and also the distance of the center of percussion 
Cp. 
Measurements were made on an embodiment similar 

to that shown in FIG. 7. With the weight means and 
also without the weight means. The results tubulated in 
the chart shown in FIG. 15. 
Shown in FIG. 9 is a string member 4 which guides 

the central vertical strings 2 away from the longitudinal 
axis of the racket to terminate in the head member 1 at 
a greater distance from the junction of the handle mem 
ber 7 and the head member 1 than they would, if they 
continued in a straight line. As shown in FIGS. 1 and 4, 
the angle formed by the two portions of the vertical 
strings are approximately 45°, and this angle can be 
varied. This may be advantageous in providing more 
flexibility in choosing the spacing between the vertical 
strings. However, string member 4 need not be used, 
and the vertical strings would then continue as shown in 
FIG. 1 by the solid lines, and not be diverted as shown 
by the dotted lines. FIGS. 9 and 10 show an enlarged 
view of the string member 4. The string member shown 
is a hollow nylon tube which is supported by the verti 
cal strings 2, and the string member 4 provides guide 
holes 17 for the strings 2 to pass through. These holes 17 
maintain the spacing between the strings 2. The direc 
tion of the forces exerted by the tension in these strings 
on the string member 4, pushes the member 4 toward 
the head of the racket against the lowest horizontal 
string 3. The central vertical strings keep member 4 
centrally located on the longitudinal axis. The string 
member 4 is very light, is free to move with any move 
ment of the strings, and provides the proper spacing for 
the central vertical strings. Many variations in the struc 
ture of the string member 4 may be made to accomplish 
the objectives as outlined herein. 
The spacing between the vertical strings which are 

adjacent is closer for those strings which are located 
closer to the longitudinal axis of the racket, than the 
spacing for those strings which are further away from 
the longitudinal axis. 
The spacing between the adjacent horizontal strings 

are also closer together for those strings which are 
located closer to the central horizontal axis of the racket 
face than for those strings which are located further 
away. This variable spacing provides for a concentra 
tion of strings at the center of the racket face and mini 
mizes the trampoline effect which is common to rackets 
which have a oversize or large strung area. 
FIG. 11 depicts another embodiment of this inven 

tion. The crown portion of the head portion of the 
racket 15 has the same contour and crossectional shape 
as the crown portion of the head portion of the racket 
shown in FIG. 1. It is also made from 6061-’1‘6 alumi 
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num. However, it is not as long as the tube 1, and it joins 
member 16 as shown in FIG. 11. The crown portion of 
the racket does not have its weight reduced over prior 
art rackets, since suf?cient weight is required to obtain 
the desired swing weight, and weight located in the 
crown portion moves the center of percussion toward 
the crown portion of the racket. Thus the use of a com 
posite material of ?bers and resin having great strength 
and light weight being a major portion of the crown 
portion and resisting a major portion of the mechanical 
forces which are resisted by the crown portion, these 
forces resulting from the tension of the strings in the 
string netting, is not employed. It is more advantageous 
to employ less costly materials in the crown portion 
which are more easily used in the fabrication of the 
crown portion such as metal, wood and other materials. 
Member 16 is a graphite composite tube having a diame 
ter which mates with the diameter of the member 15. 
Although FIG. 11 shows the head portion of the racket 
without strings on string holes, it is understood that the 
head portion utilizes these materials, and other materials 
which may be used in the manufacture of the racket. 
The stretched strings exert mechanical forces on the 
head portion of the racket which are resisted by the 
crown portion and the side portions of the head portion. 
Member 16 comprises substantially only one material 
and this material resists substantially all of the forces 
which are resisted by the side portions of the racket. 
This said material of member 16 is a composite of ?bers 
and resin. FIG. 12 and FIG. 13 show the tubular shape 
of members 15 and 16. Members 16 terminate with the 
handle member 7A, and their ends are fastened to 7A by 
means of blind rivets and a gusset plate 18. The use of a 
graphite composite member 16, reduces the weight of 
the racket in the middle portion of the racket and 
thereby moves the center of percussion toward the head 
of the racket, reduces the cantilever moment given by 
the product WCg, and also reduces the weight of the 
racket. Each of the side portions 16 comprise substan 
tially only one material and this material resists substan 
tially all of the mechanical forces which are resisted by 
the side portions, these forces resulting from the 
stretched strings in the string netting. This said material 
is a composite of ?bers and resin which has great 
strength per unit weight and also great stiffness per unit 
weight which permits the reduction of weight in the 
side portions and yet provides adequate strength and 
stiffness. Other materials may be employed in the side 
portions for other purposes. Member 7A, the handle is 
also a composite graphite material. The handle 7A has 
the same shape and cross-sectional shape as the handle 
member 7 shown in FIG. 1. The thickness of the wall of 
7A is approximately the same as 7 with the end portion 
‘in which the rivets 5 are used being thicker. However, 
it is much lighter, stiffer, and stronger than 7. Another 
embodiment of the invention is accomplished, when 
handle 7A is used in lieu of handle 7 in the racket shown 
in FIG. 1. 
FIG. 14 depicts a method of joining member 16 to 

member 15. Hollow blind rivets 5 are used as shown and 
permit the strings to pass through them to form the 
racket netting. Member 15 may comprise wood as in 
prior art rackets, having the shape as shown in FIG. 11. 
The end portions of members 15 and 16 can be tapered 
to allow the racket string tension to further lock them 
together. 
Measurements were taken on rackets similar to the 

embodiment shown in FIG. 11 and to the embodiment 
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shown in FIG. 1 wherein the handle member 7A is used 
in lieu of 7. The results of these measurements are tabu 
lated in the chart shown in FIG. 15. 

Tests and measurements were made on prior art rack 
ets, and rackets conforming to the requirements of this 
invention to show the marked differences between 
them. The results are tabulated in the chart shown in 
FIG. 15. 
The various rackets tested are listed under col. 1 on 

the rows of the chart as follows: 

PRIOR ART RACKETS 

Row 1. Prince Graphite 
Row 2. Prince Professional an aluminum racket 
Row 3. Heat Tournament Director an aluminum 

racket 
Row 4. Durban, an aluminum racket 
Row 5. Wilson Sting, a graphite racket 

RACKETS IN ACCORDANCE TO THE 
INVENTION 

Measurements were taken on the rackets without the 
weight means 8 shown in FIG. 1 ?rst, then measure 
ments were taken on the same rackets with the 
weight means 8. 

Row 7. #30C is a racket similar to the embodiment 
shown in FIG. 1, utilizing the graphite handle 7 A 
shown in FIG. 11, in lieu of the aluminum handle 7, 
without the weight means 8, being employed. 

Row 8. #30 with the weight means 8 being employed. 
Row 9. #32 is a racket similar to the embodiment 
shown in FIG. 11 but without the weight means 8 
being employed. 

Row 10. #32 with the weight means 8 being employed. 
Row 11. #13C is a racket similar to the embodiment 
shown in FIG. 1, having the aluminum handle 7, but 
without the weight means 8 being employed. 

Row 12. #13C with the weight means 8 being em 
ployed. 

Row 13. #13C with weight means 14 being employed. 
The weight means 8 shown in FIG. 7 employed in the 

rackets listed in rows 9, 11, and 13 was three inches 
long, weighed 1.1 ounces and space 13 was partially 
filled with sand. 
The weight means 14 shown in FIG. 8 employed in 

the racket listed in Row 14 was [.48 ounces, 1 inch wide 
and lead. 
Other rackets than those listed in the chart of FIG. 

15, conforming to the requirements of this invention 
have been fabricated. For example a racket similar to 
the embodiment shown in FIG. 1 having a contour and 
crossectional shapes as disclosed in FIG. 1, was fabri 
cated of composite graphite, that is, the head member 1 
and the handle member 7 utilized composite graphite. 
Also rackets similar to the racket disclosed in FIG. 1, 
but having a smaller width for the string netting were 
made, such as #3XC which is listed in rows 14 and 15 of 
FIG. 15. Further, weight means 8 and 14 having 
weights greater and less than used with the rackets 
listed in the chart of FIG. 15 were employed. For exam 
ple if a weight means such as 14 or 8 having a short 
length as previously indicated and having a weight of 
3.0 ounces were employed with racket #32C the in 
crease in WCg would be 3.0><O.5= 1.5 ounce-inch. The 
new WCg would then be l48.4+ l.5= 149.9 oz-inches, 
which is practically unchanged. The new weight W 
would be 8.78+3.0= 11.78 ounces. The increase in the 
moment of inertia I, would be 3.0(l)2/3=l ounce 
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inches. The new I; would be 2956+l=2957 ounce 
inchesz, which is practically unchanged. The new Cp 
would be 2957/149.9=l9.73, which is practically un 
changed. Thus it is possible to adjust the weight of a 
racket to be as heavy as is desired without affecting the 
center of percussion Cp, the swing weight or moment of 
inertia IE, or the moment WCg of the racket signifi 
cantly. The heavier the weight means 8 or 14 used, the 
more the shock and vibration received by the player's 
hand will be reduced. All the rackets with these varia 
tions performed well. 
The rackets listed in rows 7 through 15 were hand 

made. With the use of proper tools and facilities for heat 
treatment, forming, punching, and moulding of com 
posite materials improvements in the performance of 
these rackets should be obtained. 
The tests and test methods employed on the rackets 

listed in the chart of FIG. 15, are the same as those used 
and described in col. 15 of the US. Pat. No. 4,165,071 to 
Frolow and are as follows: 

Col. 1 Designates the racket tested. 
Col. 2 L, the length of the racket in inches. 

Col. 4 Cp, the distance of the center of percussion from 
the handle end of the racket. The racket is supported 
at a pivot at the handle end. The racket is caused to 
swing as a pendulum having a small amplitude for 
more than 10 consecutive swings. The time T in sec 
onds is measured for the pendulum to compete 10 
swings. The center of percussion distance Cp in 
inches is given by the formula Cp=9.79T 

Col. 6 Cg, the distance of the center of gravity from the 
handle end of the racket in inches. 
Col. 7 W, the weight of the racket in ounces. 
Col. 7 WCg, The product of Col. 6 and Col. 7. 
Col. 10 Is, The moment of inertia about the axis 0—0, 

in ounce-inchesz. 
Col. 11 Ia, the moment of inertia about the longitudinal 

axis a—a in ounce-inches? 
Col. 13 fl, the frequency in cycles per second of the 

vibration perpendicular to the racket face with the 
ends free, and the racket is held at the nodal pivot 
near the handle end of the racket. This mode of vibra 
tion has a node near the handle end of the racket and 
a node in each side of the head portion of the frame 
near the head end of the racket. 

Col. 14 D], the de?ection perpendicular to the racket 
face, in inches, of the middle of the racket between 
the ends when a weight of 80 ounces is applied to the 
middle of the racket, and the racket is supported six 
inches from the handle end of the racket, and the 
head frame sides are supported at points opposite the 
center of the face. 

Col. 15 The distance in inches of the node closest to the 
handle end, from the handle end of the racket associ 
ated with the frequency fl. The racket is held between 
the fore?nger and thumb in the vicinity of the node 
located in one side of the head portion of the frame. 
The racket is tapped repeatedly with a rubber tipped 
hammer along the longitudinal axis of the racket in a 
direction perpendicular to the face of the racket, in 
the vicinity of the node located near the handle end. 
The location at which the minimum amplitude of 
vibration occurs when tapped having the frequency 
11, is the precise location of the node. 
It is understood that variations and modi?cations may 

be made in the embodiments of the invention within the 
spirit of the present invention and the scope of the ap 
pended claims. 
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I claim: 
1. A complete tennis racket held by the hand of a 

player to impact a ball comprising at least a frame in 
cluding a head portion supporting a string netting in a 
plane and a handle portion having a grip portion suit 
ably adapted for the hand to grip, the end of the grip 
portion being located at the handle portion end of the 
racket, said racket having a longitudinal axis running 
from the center of the head portion end of the racket to 
the center of the grip portion end of the racket; said 
racket having a weight and stiffness distribution provid 
ing for a frequency of vibration f], in cycles per second 
when tested in accordance with test 13 of FIG. 15 
herein before de?ned; said racket having a weight dis 
tribution providing for a center of percussion located at 
a distance Cp in inches from the end of the grip portion 
when tested in accordance with test 4 of FIG. 15 herein 
before de?ned, said center of percussion taken about a 
pivot located at the end of the grip portion, said pivot 
having an axis perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of 
said frame and parallel to the plane of said string net 
ting; said racket characterized in that said handle por 
tion has a system comprising a weight means and a 
means for the attachment of said weight means to the 
handle portion of the racket for reducing the shock and 
vibration received by the player's hand during the im 
pact of the racket with the ball and the vibration subse 
quent to said impact; said system having a center of 
gravity being located at all times at a distance F from 
the end of the grip portion, said distance F being less 
than 0.26 of the overall length of said racket along said 
longitudinal axis; said weight means being ?rmly at 
tached to said handle portion to provide that responsive 
to a single impulsive force to said weight means there is 
no signi?cant movement between said weight means 
and said handle portion; and said racket excluding said 
system has said distance Cp greater than 18.75 inches; 
and said racket excluding said system has said frequency 
of vibration f1 greater than 140 cycles per second; said 
racket having a weight distribution provided for a mo 
ment of inertia la in ounce-inches squared about said 
longitudinal axis and the magnitude of Ia is greater than 
75 ounce-inches squared, and the said magnitude of la 
being attained without a weight means being attached 
to the said head portion of the racket. 

2. A tennis racket as in claim 1 wherein said handle 
portion resists mechanical forces, said forces resulting 
from said impact of the racket with the ball, said handle 
portion comprises a thin wall tube substantially only 
one material and said material resisting substantially all 
of said mechanical forces resisted by said handle por 
tion, said one material being a composite of ?bers and 
resin. 

3. A racket as in claim 1 wherein aid racket including 
said system has a weight W in ounces; and said racket 
including said system has a center of gravity located at 
a distance Cg in inches from said end of the grip por 
tion; said racket characterized in that the product of 
said distance Cg and said weight W given by the for 
mula WCg is less than 160 ounce inches. 

4. A complete tennis racket held by the hand of a 
player to impact a ball comprising at least a frame hav 
ing a head portion supporting a string netting in a plane 
and a handle portion being a hollow tube said tube 
having a side wall said handle portion having a grip 
portion suitably adapted for the hand to grip, the end of 
the grip portion being located at the handle portion end 
of the racket; said racket having a longitudinal axis 
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running from the center of said head portion end of the 
racket to the center of said grip portion end of the 
racket; said netting having a length along the longitudi 
nal axis of said frame greater than 9 inches and a width 
along an axis perpendicular to said axis greater than 7.5 
inches; said racket having a weight distribution provid 
ing a center of percussion located at a distance Cp in 
inches from the end of the grip portion when tested in 
accordance with test 4 of FIG. 15 herein before defined, 
said center of percussion taken about a pivot located at 
the end of the grip portion, said pivot having an axis 
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of said racket and 
parallel to the plane of said string netting; said racket 

‘ having a weight and stiffness distribution providing a 
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frequency of vibration f1 in cycles per second when 
tested in accordance with test 13 of FIG. 15 herein 
before de?ned, said racket characterized in that said 
handle portion has a system comprising a weight means 
and a means for the attachment of said weight means to 
the handle portion of the racket for reducing the shock 
and vibration received by the player’s hand during the 
said impact of the racket with the ball and the vibration 
subsequent to said impact; said system having a center 
of gravity being located at all times between the end of 
the grip portion and points located on the handle por 
tion at a distance F from the end of the grip portion, said 
distance F being equal to 0.26 of the overall length of 
said racket along said longitudinal axis; said weight 
means being loosely attached to said handle portion; 
substantial space being provided between said weight 
means and said side wall of said handle portion, said 
space allowing said weight means to attain significant 
velocity with respect to said handle portion in the direc 
tion perpendicular to said longitudinal axis upon impact 
of said racket with said ball, the plane of said netting 
being substantially parallel to the direction of the force 
of gravity upon impact of said racket with said ball; said 
weight means being capable of absorbing energy from 
the racket handle portion said energy being induced in 
said handle portion when the racket impacts the ball; 
said weight means and said means for the attachment of 
said weight means to the handle portion of the racket 
being con?gured and structured to provide that respon 
sive to a single impulsive force to said weight means the 
movement between said weight means and said handle 
portion is not vibratory at a frequency f2, said frequency 
i‘; being greater than 0.45 of said frequency f; and being 
less than 1.55 of said frequency f1; and said racket in 
cluding said system having a weight W in ounces, and 
said racket including said system having a center of 
gravity located at a distance Cg in inches from the end 
of said grip portion; said racket having the product of 
said weight W and said distance Cg given by the for 
mula WCg being less than 160 ounce-inches and said 
racket including said system having said distance Cp 
greater than 18.75 inches; and said racket excluding said 
system having a frequency f; greater than 115 cycles per 
second. 

5. A tennis racket as in claim 4, and said racket includ 
ing said system having a weight less than 10.7 ounces. 

6. A tennis racket as in claim 4; and said weight W is 
greater than 10.7 ounces. 

7. A tennis racket as in claim 4 wherein said weight 
means comprises a strip of material, said strip not being 
a liquid. 

8. A tennis racket as in claim 7 wherein said strip of 
material comprises an enclosure containing material 
capable of absorbing energy. 
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9. A tennis racket as in claim 4, wherein the said 
movement between said weight means and the said 
handle portion does not vibrate between two extreme 
positions from said handle portion a plurality of cycles. 

10. A complete tennis racket held by the hand of a 
player for impacting a ball comprising at least a frame 
having a head portion and a throat portion supporting a 
string netting in a plane, and a handle portion having a 
grip portion suitably adapted for the hand to grip, the 
end of the grip portion being located at the handle por 
tion end of the racket; said racket having a longitudinal 
axis running from the center of the head portion end of 
the racket to the center of the grip portion end of the 
racket; said netting having a length along the longitudi 
nal axis of said frame greater than 9 inches and a width 
along an axis perpendicular to said axis greater than 7.5 
inches; a center of percussion located at a distance Cp in 
inches from the end of the grip portion when tested in 
accordance with test 4 of FIG. 15 herein before de?ned, 
said center of percussion taken about a pivot located at 
the end of the grip portion said pivot having an axis 
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of said racket and 
parallel to the plane of said netting; said racket having a 
center of gravity located at a distance Cg in inches from 
the end of the grip portion; said racket having a weight 
distribution providing a moment of inertia la in ounce 
inches squared about said longitudinal axis; said racket 
having a weight W in ounces; said racket chracterized 
in that the product of said distance Cg and said weight 
W given by the formula WCg is less than 160 ounce 
inches; and said distance Cp is greater than l8.75 inches; 
and said weight is greater than 10.7 ounces; and the 
magnitude of la is greater than 80 ounce-inches squared. 

11. A tennis racket as in claim 10 wherein said netting 
has a length along said longitudinal axis greater than 12 
inches. 

12. A tennis racket as in claim 11 wherein said head 
portion is substantially only one material being a formed 
aluminum tube having a crossectional shape, said shape 
having a wall thickness less than 0.044 inches and a 
perimeter of the outer surface being greater than 2.125 
inches; said tube having a single cavity along its length. 

13. A tennis racket as in claim 10 and said head por 
tion comprising a crown portion and two adjacent side 
portions, said side portions extending from the end of 
said handle portion to joint the said crown portion; said 
crown portion comprising a metal tube having a thin 
wall, said side portions being a thin wall tube compris 
ing substantially only one material and said material 
being a composite material of ?bers and resin. 

14. A tennis racketas in claim 10 wherein said netting 
has vertical strings and horizontal strings entering string 
holes located in said frame; means for spacing at least 
two of said vertical strings at locations in the vicinity of 
said throat portion of the racket to provide that at least 
two of said string holes are displaced to the side away 
from said longitudinal axis; said means comprising a 
member capable of retaining said vertical strings in 
spaced paths as said strings pass through said member, 
said member in conjunction with said string holes lo 
cated in said frame de?ecting each of said vertical 
strings to the side forming at least two portions said 
portions forming an angle of at least 15 degrees; said 
member being supported by said strings; said member 
being capable of moving together with said strings 
freely with respect to said frame. . 

15. A tennis racket as in claim 14 wherein said mem 
ber has a weight less than 1 ounce. 
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16. A racket as in claim 10 wherein said moment of 

inertia la is greater than 95 oz-inches squared. 
17. A racket as in claim 10 wherein said racket has an 

overall length along said longitudinal axis less than 
27.75 inches. 

18. A tennis racket having a frame having a head 
portion, a throat portion, and a handle portion, said 
head portion and said throat portion of said frame sup 
porting a string netting in a plane, said netting having 
vertical strings and horizontal strings, said strings enter 
ing string holes located in said frame; said racket having 
a longitudinal axis running from the center of the head 
portion end of the racket to the center of the handle 
portion end of the racket; means for providing that the 
vertical strings in the vicinity of said longitudinal axis 
terminate at string holes in the throat portion of the 
racket being located at a greater distance from the junc 
tion of said throat portion and the said handle portion 
than the distance that occurs when the said vertical 
strings in the vicinity of said longitudinal axis proceed 
between said string holes in a single straight line, said 
line being parallel to said longitudinal axis; means com 
prising a ?rst member for spacing at least two of said 
vertical strings at locations in the vicinity of said throat 
portion of the racket; said ?rst member capable of re 
taining said vertical strings in spaced paths as said 
strings pass through said ?rst member; said ?rst member 
in conjunction with said string holes located in said 
frame de?ecting each of said vertical strings to the side 
thereby forming at least two portions forming an angle 
of at least 15 degrees; said ?rst member being supported 
by said strings; said ?rst member being capable of mov 
ing together with said strings freely with respect to said 
frame. 

19. A tennis racket as in claim 18, wherein said mem 
ber has a weight less than 1 ounce. 

20. A complete tennis racket having at least a head 
portion and a handle portion, said handle having a grip 
portion suitably adapted for the hand to grip, the end of 
the grip portion being located at the handle portion end 
of the racket; said head portion supporting a string 
netting in a plane, said netting having vertical and hori 
zontal strings; said racket characterized in that the lon 
gest vertical string has a length greater than 12 inches 
and the longest horizontal string has a length greater 
than 9.5 inches; and said racket having a weight W in 
ounces, and the said W being less than 10.7 ounces; said 
racket having a weight distribution providing for the 
center of percussion located at a distance Cp in inches 
from the end of the grip portion when tested in accor 
dance with test 4 of FIG. 15 herein before de?ned, said 
center of percussion taken about a pivot located at the 
end of the grip portion, a longitudinal axis running from 
the center of the grip portion end of the racket to the 
center of the head portion end of the racket, said pivot 
having an axis perpendicular to said longitudinal axis, 
and being parallel to the plane of said string netting; said 
distance Cp being greater than 18.75 inches; and said 
racket having a weight distribution providing for the 
center of gravity of said racket being located at a dis 
tance CG in inches from said end of the grip portion; 
said racket having a weight distribution providing for 
the moment of inertia la in ounce-inches squared about 
said longitudinal axis; said racket further characterized 
in that the product of said distance Cg and said weight 
W given by the formula WCg is less than 160 ounce 
inches; and the magnitude of Ia is greater than 80 ounce 
inches squared and the said magnitude of la being at 
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tained without a weight means being attached to the 
said head portion of the racket. 

21. A racket as in claim 20 wherein said racket having 
an overall length L along said longitudinal axis; and said 
distance Cp divided by said distance L given by the 
formula Cp/L being greater than 0.70. 

22. A racket as in claim 20 wherein said head portion 
comprises a frame being a hollow tube having a length, 
said tube having a single cavity along its length, said 
tube having a crossectional shape, said shape having a 
wall thickness less than 0.044 inches and the perimeter 
of the outside surface being greater than 2.125 inches, 
said tube being devoid of a seam having overlapping 
surfaces said seam being in the direction of the length of 
said tube. 

23. A racket as in claim 22 wherein said head portion 
is shaped to support said string netting, said netting 
exerting mechanical forces on said head portion, said 
head portion having a crown portion and two adjacent 
side portions converging toward and joining said han 
dle portion, said side portions forming a throat portion 
adjacent to said handle portion, said throat portion 
being devoid of a throat member said member being 
located between said side portions and said member 
providing structural support resisting signi?cantly said 
mechanical forces exerted by said netting on said head 
portion. 

24. A racket held by the hand of a player to impact a 
ball comprising at least a frame having a head portion 
supporting a netting in a plane; said handle portion 
having a hollow tube said tube having a side wall, said 
handle portion having a grip portion suitably adapted 
for the hand to grip, the end of the grip portion being 
located at the handle portion end of the racket; said 
racket having a longitudinal axis running from the cen 
ter of the head portion end of the racket to the center of 
the handle portion end of the racket; and said racket 
having a system comprising a weight means and a 
means for the attachment of said weight means to the 
handle portion of said racket providing for the reduc 
tion of the shock and vibration received by the player’s 
hand during the said impact of the racket with the ball 
and the vibration subsequent to the said impact; said 
weight means comprising a strip of material suitable to 
absorb shock and vibration energy from said racket 
handle portion, said energy being induced in said handle 
portion when the racket impacts the ball; said strip of 
material not being a liquid; said weight means having a 
center of gravity being located at all times between the 
end of the grip portion and points located on the handle 
portion at a distance F from the end of the grip portion, 
said distance F being less than 0.26 of the overall length 
of said racket along said longitudinal axis; said weight 
means being loosely attached to said handle portion, 
substantial space being provided between said weight 
means and the said side wall of said handle portion, said 
space allowing said weight means to attain signi?cant 
velocity with respect to the handle portion in a direc 
tion perpendicular to said longitudinal axis upon impact 
of said racket with said ball, the plane of said string 
netting being substantially parallel to the direction of 
the force of gravity upon said impact of the racket with 
said ball; said racket exclusive of said system having a 
weight and stiffness distribution providing a frequency 
of vibration f1 in cycles per second when tested in ac 
cordance with test 13 of FIG. 15 herein before de?ned; 
said weight means and said means for the attachment of 
said weight means being con?gured and structured to 
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provide that responsive to a single impulsive force to 
said weight means, the movement between said weight 
means and said handle portion is not vibratory at a 
frequency f2, and said frequency f; being greater than 
0.45 of said frequency f1 and being less than 1.55 of said 
frequency f1. 

25. A racket as in claim 24 wherein said strip of mate 
rial is an enclosure containing a material suitable to 
absorb energy. 

26. A racket as in claim 24 wherein said strip of mate 
rial is capable of impacting the racket handle when the 
racket impacts the ball; and said strip having a length 
along the longitudinal axis of aid racket, less than 7.0 
inches. 

27. A racket as in claim 24, wherein said distance F is 
less than 0.175 of the overall length of said racket along 
said longitudinal axis. 

28. A tennis racket as in claim 24 wherein the said 
movement between said weight means and the said 
handle portion does to vibrate between two extreme 
positions from said handle portion a plurality of cycles. 

29. A complete tennis racket held by the hand of a 
player to impact a ball comprising at least a frame hav 
ing a head portion and a handle portion, said head por 
tion supporting a string netting in a plane and said han 
dle portion having a grip portion suitably adapted for 
the hand to grip, the end of the grip portion being lo 
cated at the handle portion end of the racket, said racket 
having a longitudinal axis running from the center of 
the head portion end of the racket to the center of the 
grip portion end of the racket, said netting having a 
length along the longitudinal axis of said frame greater 
than 9 inches and a width along an axis perpendicular to 
said longitudinal axis greater than 7.5 inches; said racket 
having a center of percussion located at a distance Cp in 
inches from the end of the grip portion when tested in 
accordance with test 4 of FIG. 15 herein before de?ned 
said center of percussion taken about a pivot located at 
‘the end of the grip portion, said pivot having an axis 
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of said racket and 
parallel to the plane of said string netting; said racket 
characterized in that said racket has a system compris 
ing a weight means and a means for the attachment of 
said weight means to the handle portion of the racket 
for the reduction of the shock and vibration received by 
the player’s hand during the said impact of the racket 
with the ball and the vibration subsequent to the said 
impact; said racket exclusive of said system having a 
weight less than 10.7 ounces; said racket exclusive of 
said system having said distance Cp greater than 18.75 
inches; said racket exclusive of said system having a 
weight and stiffness distribution providing a frequency 
of vibration f1 in cycles per second when tested in ac 
cordance with test 13 of FIG. 15 herein before de?ned; 
said weight means comprising at least one member, said 
weight means being located in the handle portion of the 
racket said weight means having a weight greater than 
0.75 ounces, said weight means having a center of grav 
ity being located at all times in the portion of the racket 
located between the end of the grip portion and set of 
points located on the handle portion at a distance F 
from the end of the grip portion; said distance F being 
less than 0,175 of the overall length of the racket along 
said longitudinal axis; said weight means and said means 
for the attachment of said weight means being con?g 
ured and structured to provide that responsive to a 
single impulsive force to said weight means, the move 
ment between said weight means and said handle por 
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tion is not vibratory at a frequency f2, and said fre 
quency f2 being greater than 0.45 of said frequency f | 
and being less than 1.55 of said frequency f]. 

30. A racket as in claim 29 wherein said weight means 
has a weight greater than 1.0 ounce. 

31. A racket as in claim 29 wherein said weight means 
is loosely attached to said handle portion; substantial 
space being provided between said weight means and 
the said handle portion, said space allowing said weight 
means to attain signi?cant velocity with respect to said 
handle portion in the direction perpendicular to said 
longitudinal axis of the racket upon impact of said 
racket with said ball, the plane of said string netting 
being substantially parallel to the direction of the force 
of gravity upon impact of said racket with said ball. 

32. A complete tennis racket held by the hand of a 
player to impact a ball comprising at least a frame hav 
ing a head portion supporting a string netting in a plane 
and a handle portion being a hollow tube, said tube 
having a side wall, said handle portion having a grip 
portion suitably adapted for the hand to grip, the end of 
the grip portion being located at the handle portion end 
of the racket, said racket having a longitudinal axis 
running from the center of the head portion end of the 
racket to the center of the grip portion end of the 
racket; said netting having a length along the longitudi 
nal axis of said racket greater than 9 inches and a width 
along an axis perpendicular to said axis greater than 7.5 
inches; said racket having a weight distribution provid 
ing a center of percussion located at a distance Cp in 
inches from the end of the grip portion when tested in 
accordance with test 4 of FIG. 15 herein before de?ned, 
said center of percussion taken about a pivot located at 
the end of the grip portion, said pivot having an axis 
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of said racket and 
parallel to the plane of said string netting; said racket 
characterized in that said handle portion has a system 
comprising a weight means and a means for the attach 
ment of said weight means to the handle portion of the 
racket for the reduction of the shock and vibration 
received by the player’s hand during the impact of the 
racket with the ball and the vibration subsequent to said 
impact; said weight means being loosely attached to 
said handle portion; substantial space being provided 
between said weight means and said side wall of said 
handle portion, said space allowing said weight means 
to attain significant velocity with respect to said handle 
portion in the direction perpendicular to said longitudi 
nal axis upon impact of said racket with the said ball, the 
plane of said netting being substantially parallel to the 
direction of the force of gravity upon impact of said 
racket with said ball; said weight means being capable 
of absorbing energy from the racket handle portion, 
said energy being induced in said handle portion when 
the racket impacts the ball; said racket exclusive of said 
system having a weight and stiffness distribution pro 
viding for a frequency of vibration f1 in cycles per sec 
ond when tested in accordance with test 13 of FIG. 15 
herein before de?ned; said weight means and said means 
for the attachment of said weight means being con?g 
ured and structured to provide that responsive to a 
single impulsive force to said weight means the move 
ment between said weight means and said handle por 
tion is not vibratory at a frequency f2, and said fre 
quency f2 being greater than 0.45 of said frequency f1 
and being less than 1.55 of said frequency f1; said weight 
means having a center of gravity being located at all 
times between the end of the grip portion and points on 
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the handle portion located at a distance F from the end 
of the grip portion, said distance F being less than 0.26 
of the overall length of said racket along said longitudi 
nal axis; said racket excluding said system having a 
weight less than 10.7 ounces; said racket excluding said 
system having said distance Cp greater than 18.75 
inches; and said racket including said system having a 
weight greater than 10.7 ounces. 

33. A racket as in claim 32, wherein said weight 
means, and said means for the attachment of said weight 
means to the handle portion of the racket, are con?g 
ured and structured to provide that responsive to a 
single impulsive force to said weight means, the move 
ment between said weight means and said handle por 
tion does not vibrate between two extreme positions 
from said handle portion a plurality of cycles. 

34. A complete tennis racket held by the hand of a 
player to impact a ball comprising at least a frame hav 
ing a head portion supporting a string netting in a plane 
and a handle portion, said handle portion having a grip 
portion suitably adapted for the hand to grip, the end of 
the grip portion being located at the handle portion end 
of said racket, said racket having a longitudinal axis 
running from the center of the head portion end of the 
racket to the center of the grip portion end of the 
racket, said netting having a length along the longitudi 
nal axis of said racket greater than 9 inches and width 
along an axis perpendicular to said axis greater than 7.5 
inches; said racket having a weight distribution provid 
ing a center of percussion located at a distance Cp in 
inches from the end of the grip portion when tested in 
accordance with test 4 of FIG. 15 herein before defined 
said center of percussion taken about a pivot located at 
the end of the grip portion, said pivot having an axis 
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of said racket and 
parallel to the plane of said string netting; said racket 
characterized in that the handle portion has a system 
comprising a weight means and a means for the attach 
ment of said weight means to the handle portion of the 
racket for reducing the shock and vibration received by 
the player’s hand during said impact of the racket with 
the ball and the vibration subsequent to said impact; said 
weight means being ?rmly attached to said handle por 
tion to provide that responsive to a single impulsive 
force to said weight means, there is no signi?cant move 
ment between said weight means and said handle por 
tion; said weight means having a center of gravity being 
located at all times between the end of the grip portion 
and points located on the handle portion at a distance E 
from the end of the grip portion, said distance F being 
less than 0.26 of the overall length of said racket along 
said longitudinal axis; said racket excluding said system 
having a weight less than 10.7 ounces; and said racket 
excluding said system having a magnitude of Cp greater 
than 18.75 inches; and said weight means having a 
weight greater than 0.75 ounces; said racket having a 
weight distribution providing for a moment of inertia la 
in ounce inches squared about said longitudinal axis and 
the magnitude of la is greater than 75 ounce inches 
squared, and the magnitude of Ia being attained without 
a weight means being attached to the said head portion 
of the racket. 

35. A complete tennis racket held by the hand of a 
player to impact a ball comprising at least a frame hav 
ing a head portion supporting a string netting in a plane 
and a handle portion being a hollow tube having a side 
wall, said handle portion having a grip portion being 
located at the handle portion end of the racket; said 
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racket having a longitudinal axis running from the cen 
ter of the head portion end of the racket to the center of 
the grip portion end of the racket; said racket having a 
weight and stiffness distribution providing for the nodal 
pivot closest to the grip portion end of the racket being 
located at a distance N in inches from the end of the grip 
portion when tested in accordance with test 15 of FIG. 
15 herein before de?ned; said racket having a weight 
distribution providing for the center of percussion to be 
located at distance Cp in inches from the end of the grip 
portion when tested in accordance with test 4 of FIG. 
15 herein before de?ned, said center of percussion aken 
about a pivot located at the end of the grip portion, said 
pivot having an axis perpendicular to the longitudinal 
axis of said racket and parallel to the plane of said string 
netting; said racket characterized in that the handle 
portion has a system comprising a weight means and a 
means for the attachment of said weight means to the 
handle portion of the racket for reducing the shock and 
vibration received by the player’s hand during the said 
impact of the racket with the ball and the vibrations 
subsequent to said impact; said weight means having a 
center of gravity being located at all times between the 
end of the grip portion and points on the handle portion 
located at a distance F from the end of the grip portion, 
said distance F being less than 0.26 of the overall length 
of said racket along said longitudinal axis; said racket 
exclusive of said system having a weight and stiffness 
distribution providing for a frequency of vibration fl 
when tested in accordance with test 13 of FIG. 15 
herein before de?ned; said weight means being loosely 
attached to said handle portion; substantial space being 
provided between said weight means and said sidewall 
of said handle portion; said space allowing said weight 
means to attain signi?cant velocity with respect to said 
handle portion in the direction perpendicular to said 
longitudinal axis upon impact of said racket with said 
ball, the plane of said netting being substantially parallel 
to the direction of the force of gravity upon impact of 
said racket with said ball; said weight means being capa 
ble of absorbing energy from the handle portion; said 
energy being induced in said handle portion when said 
racket impacts the ball; said weight means and said 
means for the attachment of said weight means to the 
handle portion of the racket being con?gured and struc 
tured to provide that responsive to a single impulsive 
force to said weight means the movement between said 
weight means and said handle portion is not vibratory at 
a frequency f1, and said frequency f; being greater than 
0.45 of said frequency f; and being less than 1.55 of said 
frequency f1, and said racket excluding said system 
having said nodal distance N being greater than 6.75 
inches; and said racket excluding said system having 
said distance Cp being greater than 18.75 inches. 

36. A tennis racket as in claim 35 wherein the said 
movement between said weight means and said handle 
portion does not vibrate between two extreme positions 
from said handle portion a plurality of cycles. 

37. A complete tennis racket held by the hand of a 
player to impact a ball comprising at least a frame hav 
ing a head portion supporting a string netting in a plane 
and a handle portion, said handle portion having a grip 
portion being located at the handle portion end of the 
racket; said racket having a longitudinal axis running 
from the center of the head portion end of the racket to 
the center of the grip portion of the racket; said racket 
having a weight and stiffness distribution providing for 
the nodal pivot closest to the grip portion end being 
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located at a distance N in inches from the said end of the 
grip portion when tested in accordance with test 15 
herein before described; said racket characterized in 
that the handle portion has a system comprising a 
weight means and a means for the attachment of said 
weight means to the handle portion of the racket, for 
reducing the shock and vibration received by the play 
er’s hand during said impact of the racket with the ball 
and the vibration subsequent to said impact; said weight 
means having a center of gravity being located at all 
times between the end of the grip portion and points on 
the handle portion located at a distance F from the end 
of the grip portion, said distance F being less than 0.26 
of the overall length of said racket along said longitudi 
nal axis; said weight means being ?rmly attached to said 
handle portion to provide that responsive to a single 
impulsive force to said weight means there is no signi? 
cant movement between said weight means and said 
handle portion; said racket exclusive of said system 
having a weight distribution providing a center of per 
cussion being located at a distance Cp from the end of 
the grip portion when tested in accordance with test 4 
of FIG. 15 herein before defined said center of percus 
sion taken about a pivot located at the end of the grip 
portion, said pivot having an axis perpendicular to the 
longitudinal axis of said racket and parallel to the plane 
of said string netting and the magnitude of said distance 
Cp being greater than 18.75 inches; and said racket 
excluding said system having a distance N greater than 
6.75 inches; said racket having a weight distribution 
providing for a moment of inertia la in ounce-inches 
squared about said longitudinal axis and the magnitude 
of Ia is greater than 75 ounce-inches squared, and the 
magnitude of la being attained without a weight means 
being attached to the said head portion of the racket. 

38. A tennis racket used by a player to impact a ball 
comprising at least a frame having rigidity and strength 
with a minimum of weight in the middle portion of said 
racket, said frame comprising at least a head portion and 
a handle portion; said handle portion having a grip 
portion suitably adapted for the hand to grip, the end of 
the grip portion being located at the handle portion end 
of racket, said racket having a longitudinal axis running 
from the center of the head portion end of the racket to 
the center of the handle portion end of the racket; said 
head portion being an elongated strip of at least two 
materials having a crown portion and two adjacent side 
portions suitably shaped to support a netting of strings, 
said strings being stretched and exerting tensile forces 
on said head portion, said netting lying in a plane, each 
of said side portions extending from said handle portion 
to join said crown portion at a ?rst junction; each of 
said side portions comprising substantially only a ?rst 
material, said side portion resisting mechanical forces, 
said forces resulting from said tensile forces exerted by 
said strings on said head portion, said ?rst material 
resisting substantially all of said mechanical forces re 
sisted by said side portions; said ?rst material being a 
composite of ?ber reinforced plastic having great 
strength great stiffness, and light weight; said crown 
portion resisting mechanical forces, said forces resulting 
from said tensile forces exerted by the strings on said 
head portion, said crown portion comprising a second 
material, said second material being a major portion of 
said crown portion, said second material resisting a 
major portion of all said mechanical forces resisted by 
the crown portion; said second material not being a 
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composite of ?ber reinforced plastic, said second mate 
rial having adequate strength and stiffness. 

39. A tennis racket as in claim 38 wherein said handle 
portion resists mechanical forces, said forces resulting 
from the said impact of the racket with the ball, said 
handle portion comprising substantially only one mate 
rial said material resisting substantially all of the said 
forces resisted by said handle portion said material is a 
composite material of ?bers and resin said material 
having light weight and great strength and great stiff 
ness. 

40. A tennis racket as in claim 38 wherein said handle 
portion is a thin wall tube having a single cavity said 
handle portion resisting mechanical forces said forces 
resulting from said impact of the racket with the ball, 
said handle portion comprising substantially only one 
material, said material resisting substantially all of the 
said forces resisted by the handle portion said material 
being metal; said tube having a crossectional diameter 
being greater than 1 inch and said side wall being less 
than 0.030 inches, thereby providing that said handle 
portion having adequate stiffness and strength being 
light in weight relative to the head portion of said 
racket, and having a diameter of said handle portion 
being substantially greater than a crossectional diameter 
of the frame in the head portion of the racket. 

41. A tennis racket as in claim 38 wherein said second 
material in the crown portion is a metal strip. 

42. A tennis racket as in claim 38 wherein said second 
material in the crown portion of said head portion is a 
wood strip. 

43. A tennis racket as in claim 38 wherein said side 
portions are thin wall tubes. 

44. A tennis racket as in claim 38 wherein said side 
portions are hollow thin wall tubes. 

45. A tennis racket as in claim 38 wherein said head 
portion comprises a crown portion being a member and 
each of said side portions being a member, said crown 
portion member and said side portion members not 
being integrally formed to comprise said head portion, 
and one end of said crown portion member being fas 
tened to a first end of each of said side portion members 
at ?rst junction; the said handle portion of said racket 
being fastened to the second end of each of said side 
portion members. 

46. A tennis racket as in claim 38, wherein said net 
ting has a length S along said longitudinal axis; and said 
first junction being located at a distance I from a trans 
verse axis toward the head portion end of the racket, 
said transverse axis being perpendicular to said longitu 
dinal axis, said transverse axis being located at the end 
of said netting along said longitudinal axis closest to said 
handle portion of the racket; said distance J being 
greater than 0.15 of said distance S. 

47. A complete tennis racket having at least a head 
portion and a handle portion, said handle portion having a 
grip portion suitably adapted for the hand to grip, the end 
of the grip portion being located at the handle portion end 
of the rocket: said head portion supporting a string netting 
in a plane; said netting having vertical and horizontal 
strings; said racket having a longitudinal axis running 
from the center of the grip portion end of the rocket to the 
center of the head portion end of the racket; said racket 
having a weight distribution providing for the moment of 
inertia la in ounce inches squared about said longitudinal 
axis; said racket having a weight and stiffness distribution 
providing a frequency of vibration f1 in cycles per second 
when tested in accordance with test 13 of FIG. 15 herein 
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before de?ned.‘ said racket having a length L in inches 
from the end of the grip portion to the end of the head 
portion; said racket characterized in that the magnitude of 
[a is greater than 80 ounce inches squared: and the magni 
tude of f; is greater than 160 cycles per second and said 
length L is greater than 25.5 inches. 

48. A racket as in claim 47 wherein said netting has a 
width along a transverse axis perpendicular to said longitu 
dinal axis greater than 9.5 inches. 

49. A racket as in claim 4 7 wherein said netting has a 
length along said longitudinal axis greater than 12 inches. 

50. A complete racket having at least a head portion and 
a handle portion, said handle portion having a grip portion 
suitably adapted for the hand to grip. the end of the grip 
portion being located at the handle portion end of the 
rocket; said head portion supporting a string netting in a 
plane,‘ said netting having vertical and horizontal strings; 
said racket having a longitudinal axis running from the 
center of the grip portion end of the rocket to the center of 
the head portion end of the rocket, said racket having a 
weight distribution providing for the moment of inertia la 
in ounce inches squared about said longitudinal axis; said 
racket having a weight and sti?'ness distribution providing 
a frequency of vibration f1 in cycles per second when tested 
in accordance with test 13 of FIG. 15 herein before de 
fined; said racket having a length L in inches from the end 
of the grip portion to the end of the head portion; said 
weight distribution providing for a center of percussion 
being located at a distance Cp in inches from the end of the 
grip portion when tested in accordance with test 4 of FIG. 
15 herein before de?ned, said center of percussion taken 
about a pivot located at the end of the grip portion, said 
pivot having an axis perpendicular to the said longitudinal 
axis of the rocket and parallel to the plane of said string 
netting; said racket having a center of gravity located at a 
distance Cg in inches from the end of said grip portion; said 
racket having a weight Win ounces: said racket character 
ized in that the magnitude of la is greater than 80 ounce 
inches squared; the magnitude of f; is greater than 160 
cycles per second; the product of said weight W and said 
distance Cg given by the formula WCg is less than 160 
ounce inches and said distance Cp is greater than 18. 75 
inches. 

51. A racket as in claim 50 wherein said weight Wis less 
than 10. 7 ounces. 

52. A racket as in claim 50 wherein the width of said 
netting is greater than 9.5 inches. 

53. A racket as in claim 50 wherein the length of said 
netting is greater than 12 inches. 

54. A racket as in claim 10 wherein said racket has a 
weight means located in the handle portion of the rocket; 
and said racket excluding said weight means having a 
weight and stiffness distribution providing for a frequency 
of vibration f1 in cycles per second when tested in accor 
dance with test 13 of FIG. 15 hereinbefore de?ned, and 
said frequency f] being greater than 160 cycles per second 

55. A racket as in claim 54 wherein said racket exclud 
ing said weight means has a weight being less than I 0. 7 
ounces. 

56. A complete racket having at least a head portion and 
a handle portion. said handle portion having a grip portion 
suitably adapted for the hand to grip. the end of the grip 
portion being located at the handle portion end of the 
racket, said head portion supporting a string netting in a 
plane, said netting having vertical and horizontal strings: 
said racket having a weight W in ounces,‘ and said racket 
having a weight distribution providing for the center of 
percussion being located at a distance Cp in inches from 
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the end of the grip portion when tested in accordance with 
test 4 of FIG. 15 herein before de?ned. said center of 
percussion taken about a pivot located at the end of the grip 
portion; a longitudinal axis running from the center of the 
grip portion end of the racket to the center of the head 
portion end of the racket, said pivot having an axis perpen 
dicular to said longitudinal axis and being parallel to the 
plane of said string netting: said racket having a weight 
distribution providing for the center of gravity being located 
at a distance Cg in inches from said end of the grip portion; 
said racket having a weight distribution providing for the 
moment of inertia la in ounce inches squared about said 
longitudinal axis; said racket having a moment of inertia 
I s in ounce inches squared taken about said pivot located at 
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the end of the grip portion, and I s is directly proportional to 
the product of Cp, Cg, Wgiven by the formula [S=(Cp) 
(Cg) (W); said racket having an overall length L along said 
longitudinal axis; said racket characterized in that the 
distance Cp divided by the distance L given by Cp/L is 
greater than 0. 70; and said moment of inertia Ia divided by 
said moment of inertia I; given by Ia/Is is greater than 
0.033. 

57. A racket as in claim 56 wherein said racket has a 
weight and sti?’ness distribution which provides for a fre 
quency of vibration f] in cycles per second when tested in 
accordance with test 13 of FIG. 15 herein before defined 
and said frequency f; is greater than 165 cycles per second. 
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